Update #2, October 22, 2014

Q&A

Your Frequently Asked
Questions About the
Construction Process

Is Olympian still on target to complete the renovation of
the existing fellowship hall building by the end of this year
and the construction of the new Founders’ Hall by Summer
of 2015? Yes, barring any unforeseen construction issues.  
Also, a temporary certificate of occupancy from the City of
Hendersonville will be required before we may resume using
the old fellowship hall building.
Concerning the BiC capital campaign, how many pledges have
been received and of that number, how many have actually
contributed to date and how much have they contributed? Of
the 94 pledges received, 85 have contributed part of, all of or
more than the original amounts pledged which, along with
contributions from 21 non-pledgers totals $346,959.    Note:  
insurance funds recovered from the failed roof over the old
fellowship hall have also been committed to the BiC project,
but are not included in this total.
Will there be some recognition of those people and entities that
have contributed to the capital campaign to date? Council
is considering several options, including a plaque to be placed
in the new fellowship hall. Any contributors that would like to
remain anonymous will have that option.   No reference will
be made to contribution amounts.   Once council decides on a
course for this, the plans will be announced.
What will be included in the kitchen when the new construction
is completed and what will still need to be purchased? There
will be cabinets and counter tops included as well as three sinks
– one for the dishwasher counter area, one for food preparation
and a small one for hand and eye washing.  The refrigerator
and freezer from the old kitchen will be used until funds are
available to purchase new units.  Items to be purchased that
will require funds not included in the building contract are:
a commercial grade dishwasher, a multi-burner gas cook
top, two electric wall ovens, an ice maker and a microwave
oven, as well dishes, silverware and glassware to serve up to

Grace in all Things
250 guests.   There
will also be a coffee/
tea/water
station
outside the kitchen.
When construction
is
complete,
adequate space and
appropriate hook
ups for all kitchen equipment should be in place.
Can I submit questions for future newsletters?
Yes, please send all questions to Susan Sneed, Communications
Coordinator at susanhsneed@gmail.com or you can write
them down and place them in her church mailbox #233.

Time Line of Events

What has happened since the ground breaking
•  The remaining two story structure has been completely
gutted and is ready for renovations to begin
• Trusses have been ordered
• Site of old sanctuary has been cleared and leveled
• Site has been surveyed for corners of new building
• Bricks have been removed, and placed where needed
• HVAC, electrical and plumbing have been started
• Roof color and window trim selected
• Footings are complete
• Trenches dug for utilities
• Trusses ordered (should be delivered mid October)

The Next 30 Days
• Framing should begin
• Installation of  new water service to support sprinkler
system
• Trusses replaced
• New roof on existing structure completed
• Renovations started on existing structure

Built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, with Christ Jesus as the cornerstone.
In him the whole structure is joined together and grows into a holy temple in the Lord. Ephesians 2:20-21

